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ABSTRACT
There is generally a difFerence in athletic programs between the United
States(US)and Japan.In the US,schools ofFer a multiple number of sports and      
｀
students'are able to choose the activity they want to paiticipate in each scason.
Meanwhile,in Japa五,Inost students・choose one sport as freshman and are
expected to remain With that speciflc sport each year,all year,until graduationt
The purpose ofthis study was to examine whOther or nOt playing multille Spdrts
throughoit the course of one year provides greater physical rltness beneflts to
the athlete tha五playing a single‐sport. A comparison of physical fltness
between・high sOhool athletes in Japan and the US was inade to exanlinie the effect 
‐
ofdifferent school athiёtic prOgrams and cultures.No previous studies have   .    1
oxanlined the physical or physiological effects of rnulti,sport versus single sport
programs.In alditiOn,this study also allowed a rare cross―cultural exanlinatiびn
ofphysical fltness in high school athlじtes.Alihletes(N=15)ぅaged 16 to 18 y     撻
■01unteered to participate in Japan while 28 US athletes(14 single Sport and 14  `
multi sport athletes),aged 16 to 18 y,volunteered to participate.The following
physiCal fltness tests were completed by eaOh athlete:30 1n sprint,standing long
jump,sit and reach tёst,agili y T¨test,Slalom soccer dribble,and 20 EIn Shuttle
run teSt.ANC)VA and contrast test showed that there was■o signiflcan
difference in characteristics of height and weig,t betWeen athietes from the twO
countries.Japan9se athleleS had faster speed and agility than Ainerican athletes
regardless of sROrt― Status,(p<.01)。MOreOver,Japanese athletes had signiflcantly
(p<.01).higher estimated VOzmax than American athletes. No significant
differences were observed in fitness scores between single-sport athletes and
multi-sport. It is concluded that playing multiple number of sports throughout the
course ofone year does not provide greater physical fitness benefits compared to
playing only one sport. Furthermore, cultural differences may be the key factor
for the greater physical fitness levels demonstrated in Japanese athletes.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
There is generilly a difference in athletic programs between the United
States (US) and Japan. In the US, schools offer a multiple number of sports and
students choose the activity they want to participate in each season. As a result,
historically, many students in,the US choose to be multi-sport athletes. Recently,
however, the trend has started to change and US students are choosing tq become
year-round single-sport athletes. One study reported thatTZYo of US'high school,
athletic directors perceived increased rates of spofts specialization over a l0-year
period and 6lYo predicted further specialization (Hill and Simons, 1989). Hill
and Simons also mtjntioned that this is due to motives such as college
scholarships and the urging of a coach.
Meanwhile, in fapan, high school athletic activities are continuous on a
year-round basis. Most students choose one sport as freshman and are expected
to remain with that specific sport each year, all year, until graduation. There is
no rule against changing the sport, hciwever, this is rare for it is hard to catch up
with peers wheh starting a new sport. Middle schools and colleges have the
same system as high schools. Therefore, most students start playing one sport
bnd stick with that sport throughout their developing years. Despite the lack of
scientific evidence, it is evident to the casual observer that many fapanese
student athletes quit their sport each year:One must wonder if this drop in sport
,i
activity is related to the monotony or pressure of being a year-round, single-sport "
athlete.
According to existing literature, disadvantages of a single-sport program
include burnout, ivithdrawal from the sport, and low social contact outside the
team or organization (Feigley,l984;Hill and Simons, 1989; Wiersma, 200'b).
The Statement on Training of Youth Athletes by the Ihternational Federation of '
Sports Medicine (1991) deQlared that intensified training has no physiological or
educational justification. The American Academy of Pediatrics (1991) proposed'
that children be allovied to try a variety of sports and that unstructured free play
should"be encouraged to enhance enjoyment of sport as well as promote
spontaneity and creativity.
. The greatbst and most obvious benefit of early specialization-might be skill
abquisition. However, studies from the former'soviet Union, where early spoft
specialization was widbly practiced, have shown this to result in a lack of
efficacy (Wiersma, 2000).'They found that rhost liigh-level athletes attributed
success to a multi-sport background. Most athletes who specialized early were
able to improve performance quickly and attain their best condition by age
sixteen but thereafter, most tended to perform much less consistentl!'resulting in
many quitting their career sooner than those whose training progiams were more
diverse (Barynina and Vaiteskhovskii, 1995). Moran and McGlynn (1994)
discussed the benefits of playing a multiple nuniber of sports. They claimed that
playing different spons enables the athlete to continue to use his or hei
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compdtible energy and muscular systems. Consequently, this enhanced the
athlete's performance. For instance, soccer athletes may want to play basketUall,
which increase opportunities for maintaining or enhancing one's aerobic capacity,
strength and agility. One concern, however, is whether or not these contentions "
are based on scientific"evidence. Unfortunately, there is no evidence concerning
the effect of multi-sport participation on the athlete's level of physical fitness.
Moreover, there is no published study comparing physical fitness level between
single-sport athletes and multi-spoft athletds. Lastly, no previous studies have
made a cro$s-cultural comparison of fitness levels between US and Japanese high
school athletes.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study was to examine whether or not playing multiple
sports during a yeaf provides greater physical fitness benefits to the athlete than
playing a single sport. In addition, this study also allowed a cross-cultural'
examination of physical fitness in high schoOl athletes in the US and Japan. In
brief, this study permitted a comparison of physical fitness between high school
athletes in lapan and the US to examihe'the effect of different athletic program's
and cultures.
Hypothesis
The null hypoiheses for this study were as follows:
Ho: There will be no significant difference in physical flrtness level
between single-sport athletes and multi-sport athletes.
4Ho2:" There will be no significant difference in physical fitness level
between Japanese athletes and athletes in the US.
Assumptions of the Study
The following were assumptions of the study:
1. All subjects responded to the directions of the investigator and
produced a maximum effort during the physical fitness and skill tests.
2. The test protocols were appropriate to measure physical fitness and
soccer skill level.
3. Diethry difference might have been.existed among the athletes,
however, it did not affect physical fitness.
4. Genetics could be a key factor for physical characteristics, fitnOss level
or performance ability, however, this was not assessed and not
considered as a primary factor impacting results. t
Definition of Terms
The following terms were_operationally defined for the purpose of this
study:
l. Single-sport athlete: an athlete who limits participation to a single
sport, which is trained for and competed in on a year-round basis
(Hill, 1987). In this study, athletes who performed a single spoft
for more than 38 weeks per year, with a frequency of greater than
three times a week, were considered to be single-sport dthletes.
2.Multi―s●ort athlete:an athlete who participates in two or more
sports durittg the same year(Hill,1987):In thiS Study,the multi‐
sport athlete participated in each sport at least 12'weeks p"year
with a Jヒequency of greater than threO tiines a week.Any sport
where the athlete performed less than 12 wecks and/or less than
three times a week was not considered.
:a set of attributes that people have or achieve
relating tO their ability to perfornl physical activity(President!s,
Codhcil on Physical Fitness and Sがbrts.2000).PhySical fltness was
derlned by flve components in this study:speed,power,flexibility,
agility,alEnd aerobic endurance.
Spsed:a skill‐related component of physical´fitness that relates to
the abiliゥtO perform a movement within a short period oftime
(PreSidentis Council on Physical Fitness and Sports.2000).In this
study,speed was ineasured using a 30 m sprint.
Power:a skill‐related component of physical fltness that assesses.
the rate at which one can perfortt work(PreSidentis council on
Physical Fitness and Sports1 2000).In this study,power was
measured using the standing long jump.
Standin2 1ong iumD:a teSt to assess power,emphasizing anaerobic
strength ofthe lower body.Ih this study,athletes jumped
horizontally as far as poSsiblё with both feet.               /
3.
4.
5.
6.
67. Flqxibility: a health-related component of physical fitness that
' relates to'the range of mo'tion available at a joint (President's
Councii on Physical Fitness and Sports. 2000). In this sttfdy,
flexibility was measured using a sit and reach test.
8. Agility: a skill-related component of physical fitness-that relates to
the ability to rapidly change the position of one's entire body in
space with speed and accufacy (President's Council on Physical
Fitness and Sports. 2000). In this study, agility was measured using
E
a T-test.
9. T-test: a test measuring agility. The T-test consists of four differeht
movements; sprint, rapid change of direction, shuffle, and back
ward runnifig. Time at the finish line was recorded as a result of the
test.
,,l0.Cardiovascular fitness: a health-related component of physical
fitness that-relalg6 to the circulatory and respiratory systems ability
to supply oxygen during sustained physical activity (President's
Council on Physical Fitness and Sports. 2000). In this study,
VOzmax was uSed to assess cardiovascular fitness and was
estimated from the results of a 20 m shuttle run test.
I l. VOzmax: the maximal capacity to transport and utilize oxygen
during exercise (Powers and Howley, 2001).
12.SoCcer―speciflc skill:In this study,soccer skill was measured by・
the ability to negotiate a zigzag path with a´ball around a series of
cones to an end'line and back again to the start.Although there are
many other required skills to play soccer proflciently,this study
limita skin assessmeht tO this one speciflc test.
Delimitations ofthe Studヤ         "
The delimitations ofthe study were as follows:
1.Only male high school soccer athletes(n=15)■om Jiyu cakuen
High Sこloolin TOkyo,Japan and l■ale high school soccer athietes
・ (n=28)from lthaca High Schoolin New York,US volunteered to
sじrve as subjects.
2.Only single―sport athletes(i.e,,One sport for more than thirtytight
weeks.with frequency ofthree times a week throughoざtthe pa I
yeaうOr multi‐sport athletes(i.e.,tW0 0r more sports played for at
least twelve weeks with frequency ofthree tilnes a week throughout
the past year)were recruited as suttects.
3´. Only speed,power,flexibility,agility and cardiovascular fltness
were measured tO assess physical fltness level.           ヽ
日 speed was measured using a 30-meter sprint.
・ Power was measured by the standing long jump test.
・  Flexibility was ineisured by the sit and reach test using a sit
and reach box.
' Agility was measured by the T-test-
. Caidiovascular fitness was estimated by the 2O-meter shuttle
" run test.
4. 
, 
Slalom dribble was the only test selected to measuring soccer skill.
5. All physical"fitness and soccer skill tests were performed in an
indoor gimnasium'on a smooth wooden floor'
6. Data were collected approximately two weeks before the end of the
.soccer season both in Japan and the US.
Limitations of the Study
The limitations of this study were as follows:
'1. The subjects were volunteers and might not be entirely
representative of the total population of male high school athletes
in Japan ind the US.
2. A differefit criterion categorizing single-sport athlete and multi-
sport athlete might produce different result.
3. Differeni methods of measuring physical fitness level or dse of
different fitness components as opposed to speed, powet, flexibility,
agility, and cardiovasculdr endurance might produce different result.
4. Different mdthods of measuring soccer skill level might produce
different results. :
5. Performing some of the physical fitness tests (i.e., 30 m sprint,
standing long jump, and T-test) and soccer skill test on other kind
8
of surfaces(eog.,lawn,tult and dirt)might produce different
results.
Summa:軍
Students in｀the uS are able to play inultiple,pOrts throughout the scho01
year despite the fact that they.are otten choosipg tio become year―round single‐
sport athletes.Meanwhile,Inost Japanese students play only one sport throughout
their developing years.There have been several authors who have mentiOned the
risk of single―port participation,especially in yOung athletes.Furthermore,it
appears more benerilcial to play a multiplじnumber ol sports.Since there is no
evidence comparing multi―Sport versus single―port participation,this study was
conducied tO exarlline whether or not playing a inulti,le number of sports during
a year pr6vides greater physical fltnesS beneflts to the athlete than playing a
single sporti This.stidy also compared・the physi al fltness between high school
athletes in the US and Japan to examine the effect ofaifferent athletic programs
and cultures.
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ChaPter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
There has not been any published literature concerning physical fitness
level comparison of single-sport and multi-sport athletes. Moreover, there are no
published cultural comparisons of physical fitness scores betwebn American and
Japanese tiigh school athletes. However, there are a fair amount of published
studies which are related to this present study. This chapter reviews literature on
the following:.1) high school athletes; 2) the risks and benefits of youth sport
specialization; 3) skill acquisition; 4) psychological perspective; 5) sociological
perspective; 6) recommendations for youth sport participation; 7) effect of cross-
training; 8) general physical fitness; and 9)soccer-specific fitness. A summary is
provided to conclude the chaPter.
High School Athletes
While youth sport participation rates in the US have been estimated
betweeh 20 million to as many as 35 mitlion annually, there are no data
concerning the numbgr of students who choose to be a single-sport athlete (Weiss
and Hayashi,,1996; Weiss and Frazer, 1995). Hill and Simons (1989) stated that
the majority, of high.school athletic directors in Illinois described a trend over
the past ten years of Students limiting their participation to only one sport during
a school year. Moreover, this study showed that'more than 60Yo of athletic
directors predicted further increases in sport specialization of sport. They
mentioned that pressure from coaches (80.8%), high parental expectations
(77.3%),enCOuragement from college recruiters(71.3%),and a trend toward
specialization(66.4%)were the leading factors contributing to this increase in
sport specialization among us high school athletes.It has been suggested that a
certain degree of s,もcialiZation is necessary for optil■al individual・and teanl     
・
perforlleance in sports,and approxiinately 80%of athletic directors thought
2
specidl.ization might be necessary for etthancing athletic performance in
ind市idual sports.Contrary,only 50%of them answered that Specialization
would help impro宙ng performance in team spOrts.However,the mttOrity of
directors perceived that lil■iting part cipation to one sport tends to increase     ,
athletic burnout regardless ofthe sport.Generally schools do not have,01iCies
addressing specialization,however,the vast rnttority bfathletic supervisors in
high schools promote thetconcept of sport diversiflcation when they
communicate with an athlete'S parents.Despite this,it appears that sport
specialization by athleteごat the high schoollevel appears to be a growing trend
id the US.
According to a survey by the Japanёse Ministry of education,culture,
sports,science and technology,the population of high school athletes in Japan
waS estiJhated at approximately l.3 1nillion.This number has beenidecreasing
since 1993(apかrO対mately l.7 million in 1993).ThiS Survey also showed that
track and fleld remained the most popular ttigh SQh001 Sport among males,with
volleyball the most popular among females(1993).In terms Of phゾbiCal fltness in
high SCh001 students,the ministry stated that physical rltness levels had declined
12  ヤ
especially in speed, aerobic capacity, and shouldbr strength (2000). The report
mentioneil students wh.o participated in school athletic activity regularly had
gidater physical fitness scores than sed'entary students.
The fusks and Benefits of Youth Sport Specialization
As interhational-level participants appear to be getting younger and
committing to sport at higher intensities, a growing conbern has been expressed
for younger athletes to specialize in sports (Wiersma, 2000). For young athlbtes,
negative effects of specialization may include physical and psychological
burnout, limited social contacts, loss of transferable athletic skills, and loss of
the influence of cbaches from other sport (Feigley, 1984). Other studids
discusS"ed the risks and benefits of iouth sport.specialization (Wiersma, 2000;
Rowlahd, 1997; Tofler, Stryer, Micheli & Herman,1996; Gould, Tuffey, Udry &
Loeher, 1996; Smith, 1986). Moreover, some respected groups such as the
International Federation of Sports Medicine (1991) and the American Academy
of Pediatrics (1991) have discouraged early'specialization and severdtraining of
young athlet'es. According to their statements, intensifibd training of young
athletes has no physiological or educational justification and unstructured free
play should be encouraged to enhance bnjoyment of, sports, as well as ilromote
spontaneity and creativity. Although individuals fvho start training at an early
age arcbelieved to gain a higher level of performance than those starting later,
performance at one age in childhood is not a reliable predictor of performance
several years later (Wiersma, 2000).
13
Skill Ac4uisition
. In terms of acquisition of skill and expert performance, a group of
researchers proposed'ihat maximal performance is not gained simply thrbugh
extended practice but deliberate practice (Ericsson, Krampe & Tesch-Romer,
1993). These authors mentioned that maximal performance, even eminent
performance can be gained throtrgh extended practice with intention to improve,
and there was a direct or monotonic relationship lietween the time spint in
deliberate practice and improvement in performance. Accordingly, the
characteristic ofdeliberate practice includes tasks designed to take into account
previous knowledge of individual abilities, and practice must continue for at
least 10 years for maximal performance. The study stated that there are genetic
factors that contributed to performance including height for basketball players
and volleyball plbyers.-However, deliberate training does not necessarily lead to
expert performance and superior skills. Notb that Ericsson et al. used mainly
individual sports players (e.g., ice skaters), not team sports players (q:9., soccer,
basketball), therefore, it is questionable whether these results apply to team-sport
athletes. Iiowever, the most important part of this argument is that superior skills
-are proposed to be acquired by deliberate practice-
Studies from the former Soviet'Union, where early sport specialization
was widely practiced, have provided evidence against the efficacy of deliberate
training. Wiersma (2000) revealed that only a minority of Soviet athletes from
single-sport backgrounds were able to improve performance later in their careers
14
and that most diversiflrdd athletes attributed success to a multiple sport
I
background. Baryriina and Vaiteskhovskii (1992) reported that Russian age'group
swimmefs who speci alized at later ages advanced at a greater rate than those who
did so earlier and declared that early specialization had yielded no performance
related advantages. Wiersma (2000) also concluded that although athletes who
specialized early in iheir careers experienced quick performance improvement,
they attained their best performance by age 16, then performed much less
consistently and were likely to quit their sport sooner than those whoSe training
programs were' more diverse.
Psychological Perspectives
When volunie, intensity and pressure of a single-sport regimen become
excessive, the benefits of sport participation will become minimal. Two major
psychological concerns related to the experience of young athletes in specialized
training ilrograms include sport withdrawal/burnout and the over-involvement
and expectation of adults involved in'the youth programs. Burnout is referred to
as the "long term end result of eriotional and/or physical exhdustion" (Henschen,
1998) and occurs when "a previously enjoyable activity becomes an.aversive
source of stress" (Smith, 1986). Hill and.simons (1989) stated that the majority
of athl'btic directors indicated that specialization increases the possibility of
;
athletic burnout.
Recent literature describes general characteristics and symptoms of
burnout. Gould ltee:1 described the environmental chardcteristics related to
15
burnout: extremely high training volumes and time requirements, demanding
performance expectations (setf- or other-imposed), and continual competitio4
c<imbined with personal factors such as perfectionism and a singular focus on
athletic ihvolvement. Gould et al. (1996) also identified several characteristic
patterns of burnout including logistical factors (time ilemands, overwhelming
focus on sport), social concerns (lack of social life, lack of those tliey could
relate to), and psychological considerations (emphasis on rankings and going
professional, scholarshii pressure, lack of fun, an interest in other activities).
Moreover, the possibility of an athlete burning out when one reach maturity is
the most unfortunate consequence. As training demands increase, the athlete
applies further physical and emotional effort to meet them. However, if the
demanils are perceived'to be excessii'e, the athlete may withdraW from the
activity (Smith, 1986I Physical fitness levels are probably negatively impacted
because of psychological burnout or activity withdrawal.
Wiersma (2000) concluded that'young athletes may be at a lower risk of ,
burning out or dropping out of competitive sport by altering sport environment as
with multi-sport participation. However, there is no published study compiring
the withdrawal /burnotrt rate of single-sport versus multi-sport athietes.
Sociblogipal Perspectives
Single-sport participation requires a commitment not readily found in
alternative activities in which students participate. Concern related to the
experience of youths in specialized training programs is less social interaction
16
and lesser development of the self. Rowland (1997) statement that, 'r11" hours of
intense training might interfere with nornial social relationships, development of
self-concept; and educational opportunity", is intuitively re'asonable. A single-
sport athlete may suffer from "social isolation" (Tofler et al., 1996), lack i
opportunities for social growth, and feeling 'lsocially handcuffed" by training
constraints (Gould et al. 1996).er a result, social contact outside of school is
largely'limited to teammates and interactions that occur in competition. Single-
sport athletes may also develop an even more narrow identity than multi- sport
athletes, perhaps because it may be necessaiy for those athletes to adhere to an
exa'cting schedule. Baillie et al. (1992) and Brewer, Van Raalte, and'Linder
(1993) warned that a restricted identity may be detrimental in many ways
particularly if the athlete, who Suffers a career-ending injury, is cut from a tearn
or leaves the sport in general., Through a series of interviews with young athletes,
Coakley (1992) found that highly accomplished athletes who dropped out of a
sport did so due to a constrained set of life experiiinces leading to the
development of a uni-dimensional self-image.
As an athlete increases involvement in a single sport, opportunities for'
social contact outside the sport become less likely. Gould et al. (1996) explained
this consequence as havirig a "three pronged effect": (a) a decrease in an ability
to combat competitive stress with social support; (b) a reductibn in enjoyment in
the sport; and (c) an increase in the attractiveness of noh sport opportunities in
which the individual could interact with friends. Moreover, the physical fitness
level of socially burned oiit athletes might be affected by missing of"a game
ahd/or practice due to an increase iil the attractiveness of non-sport opportunities.
More evidence is needed to support these claims,before making any
generalization about the negative socialization impact of athletic specialization.
Recommendations for. Y-outh S poft Particip at i on
Wiersma (2000) proposed the following concerning youth sport: (a)
female athletes should be encouraged to participate in a variety of sports at an
early age and be educated on nutritional, developmental, and social issues beforg
and during sport participation in adolescence due to earlier maturation in girls
than in boys; (b) sport governing bodies should establish minimal age limits that
reflect not only chronological but maturational age of the individual athlete; and
(c) coaches and"parents must undefstand and plan for long-term periodization of
training. Lastly, Wiersma (2000) concluded that the needs and wants of young
athletes should be'stressed along with increasing educational and social
opportunities outside of sport. Under these conditions, young athletes have an
optimal chance of attaining athletic success along with the proper physical,
'bocial, and psychological development.
Thq Effects of. Crqss-iraining
It may be feasible to expect an effect of cross-training by playing a
multiple numbers of sports throughout the year. Morgan and McGlynn (lgg7)
defined cross-training as using another sport, activity, or training technique to
help improve performance in a primary sport or activity. Cross-training offers
17
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potential for improvement in overall aerobic and anaerobic endurance, musole
strength and endurance, and flexibility and agility: Each of which may improve
performance in a primary sport (Morgan and McGlynn, 1997):'Specifically, the
benefiti of cross-training may include: (a) with endurance acfivities such as
distance swimming, distance cycling, and aqua jogging (running or jogging in
the water with a floatation vest), increasing ability of the cardiorespiratory
system to suppty oxygen to the working muscle; (b) with anaerobic endurance
training such as rowing machines, versa climber, and plyometrics, enhancement
of anaerobic endurance; (c)"with stair climbing, weight training, and plyoriritrics
strength gains that athletes may not receive through training in their prirhary
sport; (d) increased strength leading to an increase in muscular endurance; (e)
stretching programs or activities such as yoga, ballet, or gymnastics require a
wide range of joint movement and can enhance flexibility; (0 training diversity
allowing more areas to share the training stress and reducing stress on muscles,
tendons, ligaments, and bones; (g) allowing training and preventing detiaining
when one is unable to participate in a one's primary sport due to injury; and (h)
providing 6 mental vacation without detraining or a loss of fitness level. There
seem to be many benefits of cross-training that include physiological and also
psyctiological factors. An advantage of cross-training is that the volume"of
training can be high, without over training. One of the reasons might be that the
stress imposed by training.is spread out over the body to different muscle groups
(Stamford, l99l).
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ResiStancb Training and Endurance Performance
The imiact ofresistance trainl■g o  endurance performance was
addreSsed by Tanaka and Swenson(1998)whO hypothesized that improvements
in l■uscular strength and anaerobic Power acquired thrOugh resistance traihing
could help rllnners sustain attacks and cliinb hills or sprint in the rlnal strides to
ultinlately elhanCe race performance.In fact,it has been reported that anaerobic
power is one important factor for rade success amOng cross―c untry r nn r ,who
have silnilar V02maX Values,and that the fastest long distance runneri posseSS
tttё■Ost powerul muscle(Bulbulian,Wilcox and Darabos,1986)。HickSOn,
Dvorak,and Gorostiaga(1998)indiCated that the addition of resistance exercise
to an endurance training program iinprove leg strength by 30%and short term
treadmin perfOrmancO by 130/o.Another study by Hunter,Demment and Miller
・
(1986)showed that resistance training increases leg Strength 40%and vertiCal
leap by 150/O in previously trained rllnners.Thereおre it is possible that resistancO
training enhances anaerobic,owёr d p ssibly running performance.However,
these studies do not prove that resistance training improves V02maX in an
endurance trained individual.The Oause ofthe improved shortternl rllnning
performaice is unk■own,however,the key mechanism may le the increase in
myoflbre size and the associated changes in myoflbre contractile properties
induced by resistance training(Tanaka and Swenson,1998).
Resistance training indy also improve cycling performance.A study by
HiёksOn(1980)conCluded that resistance training improves leg strength by 35%
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and short ternl cycling performance by 29%in previously untrained individuals.
Other studies indicated that the addition ofresistance training lh well―rained
endurance athletes'exercise programs improves leg strength by 30%and short―
term cycling performance by l10/o.According to thё review by Tanaka and
Swensoi(1998),the Changes in flber size and lmyoflbre contractile properties
induced by resistance training may allow individuals to exerOise longer at a
given absolutO submaximal work rate by reducing the force contribution from
each active myoflbre or by using'fewer inyoflbres.
On the contrary,Tanaka,Bassett,,and Swensen(1993)found that
co■bining swinl aぶd resistance training increased upper body strength by,30%,
however,did■ot produce faster sprint tilnes or lower submaxilnal bloOd lactate
levels compared with only swim training.Ahother study showed that combined
swirn and i■‐water resistance training such as biokinetic swilEn beiCh training,
reverse current hydrochannel swilnlning and in―water devices that thё athle e
pushes off from while swinlining,improved perfOrmance more than swim or
combinea sWim and resistance training ii competitive swimmers(Kiselev,1991).
However,a swimmer's speed is improved in events up to 20p m and■O mOre‐
lncrease ls seen beyond 200 m.No studiOs have found that reslstance training or
combined swillrl and resistance training improve distance performance in
competitive swilniners.Although the efFect of resistance training on enidurance
performance is unknOwn,studies generally showed that resist,nCe training
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ilmproves anaёrObic Power and short and long ternl endurance capacity in
sedentary and elite athletes.
The Effects OfRun vso Combined Cvcle/Run Training
Muttdn(1993)notiCed a higher ittury rate per hour spent running when
compared with triathletes and cyclists and decided to study cross‐traini g。
Mutton(1993)compared the effect of flve weeks of high intensity cross―training
(COmbined cycle and ru⇒tO Simila  intensity rtln‐o ly t aining programs.
Signirlcant imprOvementS in aerobic capacity were experienced on the treadnlin
V02maX test by both the rllnning group lnd the crOssltraining group,and also
both groups improved signiflcantly on the cycle ergometer V02 peak test:9.1%
forthe run group and 8.40/O for the cross‐trained group.They also found 5000 m(
｀
lnd 1609 miperformance tiines were improved signiflcantly and equally for`both
the run.group and cross―trained group.There were no signiflcant differences in
V02maX between the mnning group and cross―training group.Mutton concluded
that adaptations in central and peripheral function as lneasured by oxygen uptake
appear tO be comparable for either type oftraining.They also mentiOned that
cross‐training Oould be used as an alternative to reducing the potential for
.  iniuries due tQ overuse ofhigh intensity activity.
Cross‐Training and(Other Phvsiolo2ical Changes
Coaches and athletes have indicated that cross‐training will imp vё
performance,prevent inJury,and reduce symptomS of overtraining
syndromё/staleness.Flynn et al.(1997)examined whether a six week intensifled
轟
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training period emj10ying either mn■ing∝crOsS'training WOuld haVe similar
ettects oi selected performance parametOrs and indiCes Oftrai,ing strQss and
overtraining.Results showed no signirlcant diltterence between rlliniig andヽ 、
cross―trainingiforltrOadmill or CyCling vo2maX/peak,5 km perfOrmance,time,
resting h9art,rate,resting blbod pressurO,testosteronO,free testosterone,4ndⅢ
rllnning economyf The study acknowledged that six,weeks olincreasod training,
via cross‐trainingior inode speciflc training,resulted,in siinila「mprOV meitsヽin
performance and no signiflcant changes in indices oftraining stress.
.Pizza ct al:(1"3)lhypOthettzed that ci“ulating leukocytes might be
affected ificrossマtraining atteptateslpsychologidal,netroendocrine,and =      、
musculoskeletal changes assoCiated with、large increases n tFaining stress.The
authors found that ten,days of・incr ased training intensity resulted inia    t
signiflcant redu9tiOn in the number of circulating∫r ly phOcyteS independent of
training mode and reductionS werё r lated to the duration of the increaSed 
‐´   .
training.I Crossitraining attenuated psychologicali neuroendoCrine,andし
muscu10skeletal changes as,ociated with largd increaSe in training stress.
A croiss sectiOnal retrospect市e study bylHamdy(1992)exaimined,regiOnal
differences in bOne densiti,01young men invol,bd in different exercise activities.
The bone minerallcontёntiand de■sitフ(Bm)Ofthe wh01e skeleton,upper limbs,
lower lil■bs,femoral・he,k,・and卜lumber vertebrae wererlneasured(by using dual
phOton absorptipmetry:Groups in the sttdy wereヽわlunteers who lartiCipated in
one oefour・different exercise programsIIweight liRing,running46gging,,cFiross‐
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tiaining (weight lifting dnd aerobic training), or recreational exercise. Results
showed that upper limb bone minerdl density is highest in those engaged solely
in weight lifting and lowest in runners. There were no significant differences in.
upper timb BMD between weight lifters and cross-trained athletes and between
runners and those engaged in recreational exercise. In summary, t.uttt V young
adult males reporting a history of intensive resistance training had significantly
greater bone mass of the upper limb bones than those reporting a history of non-
weight lifting exerciSe.
As with cross=training,Morgan and McGlym(1997)described the benerlts
of compatible multi‐sport participation:(1)enhancing or maintaining primary
sport performance through the use ofa compatible energy system;(b)prOmOting
and IIlaintaining all around general physical fltness,which provides a base of
support for multi‐spor  participation:(c)deVe10piゴg muscl  coordihation,agility,
and skill that promotes all―a ound athletic performance;and(d)prO宙ding a
break froln one's priinary sport to avoid boFedOnl and overtraining.
Unやrtunately,there is■o scientiflc evidence or data supporting thesc erects of
multi‐spOrt participation.However,it is reasonable to say that some sport
activities inay be physically compatible,in that both require aerobic endurance
such as distance runling and cross-Oountry skiing,while others inay nOt be
physically compatible because they make very difFerent training demands on the
athlete.For example,tennis requires muScleつower,agil ty,and fast reaction
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time, none of which are essential in distance running (Morgan and McG[yn4
lggT).In terrhs of soccer, Morgan.mentioned that crosS-training with distance
running, gycling, and aqua jogging are excellent for building aerobic endurance
because soccer is a vigorous game requiring players to have a great deal of
cardiorespiratory endurance, leg strength and speed.
Power, agility, balance, fl exibility, cardiorespiratory endurance, muscle
strength and endurance, neuromusculai coordination, and reaction time are,
essential ingr-edients in determining success or failure in a sport. Therefore, it is
logical'to play a multiple number of sports throughout the year in order to
enhance or maintain physical fitness level if the demands of each sport are
compatible. Morgan and McGlynn (1997) created fa multi-sport matrix" offering
, some guidance in determining compatibility between various sports. The matrix.
looks at sports that in themselves may provide Valuable cross=training benefits.,
For instance, a football lineman or linebacker may want to also participate in
wrestling, where increased opportunities for the development of muscular
strength and grappling skills may lead to better perfoimance on the field. Cross-
cduntry skiers may also want to run lohg'distances to ensure high levels of
cardiorespiratory fitness.
Stamford (1991) explained that central and peripheral adaptations in long
distance runners include an increased cardiac output; an increased ability to
transport oxygen-carrying blood to the working muscle, an increased number of
capillaries supplying blood to the muscle cells, an.increased ability to transport
oxygen frolln the capillaries to the nlitochondria,and a●increased in the number
and si2e bf initochoddria.However,distance mnners are not able tO transfer their
high rLInning endurande to swimming,for example,because the peripheral
muscular adaptations required for performance in each sport are comp10tely
different.While there are■o scientiflc data supporting the compatibility between
variOus ζports,Cross‐training compatibility appears to be constructed logically.
Conroy(1999)exaIInined the difFerences between high school fbotball
players wlo participate in wrestling or baSketban during the winter setton and
those footballうlayers who´in the or―season only weight litted.This study
actually exalnined the effect of combiied training,basketba1l or wrestling plus
weight training vёrsus weight training,only.Results showed hO signiflcant
difference between the two groups in tel..ls of upper body strength,10wer body
strength and agility.Only the lRM of squat ii the strength_training―only,group
was signirlcantly greater than in winter‐spo tis partic pation groups.This repOrt
concluded that there is■o distinct advantage to concentrating on strength.
training d,ring the o]「season rather than playing a second sport.
General Phvsical Fitness
There is one recent study comparing physical fltness levels between
college―age Anlerican and Japanese students.Nakanishi and Nethery(1998)
compared non‐athletic American and Japanese on a variety of physiological and
fltness characteristics in order to locate and quantify any physlologiCal and
rltness differences between the two cultures.According to this study,there was
25
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no difference in the sii and reach test (13.3 cm + 7.0 for Japanese; 10.3 cm + 8.8
for Americans) but in the trunk-and-neck test ( 36.9 cm t 5.8 for Japane se;26.7
cm + 6.6 for Americans) Japanese were shown to have greater flexibility. In
terms of anaerobic.pori'er, they found a significant difference in the vertical jUmp
test (58.6 cm t 7.4'for Japanese; 51.4 cm + 10.6 for Americans). Relative'
VOzmax was also significantly greater for Japanese (53.6 ml/kg/min + 7.4) than
US counterpart (ai.a mUkg/min + 5.3). To summarize, they found that college-
aged Japanese men had a better flexibility in trunk-and-neck extension and lower
extremitv'o*":' ahd highe' 
:::: ;::r::" 
mericans
Soccer is a multi-factorial sport where players need aerobic endurance,
lower body anaer<ibic power, speed, agility, and flexibility with indications thet
soccer players have a high level of physical fitness. For example, the mean of
maximal oxygen consumption among high le,iel soccer players in Europe was
above 60mllkglmin (Bangsbo, 1994). It is difficult toindicate who is a good
player based merely on physical fitness levels. However, studies showed physical
fitness is a key factor fot soccer players bbcause one can not use specific skill$'
and good tactic sense without being in good physical condition (Bangsbo, 1994;
Reilly, Bangsbo & Franks, 2000). Reilly et at. (2000) also mentioned that aerobic
capacity, anaerobic power, muscle strength, flexibility and appropriate balance
are important components in the timing and bxecution of games skills.
ノ
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As previously mOntioned,soccer players tend to have high maxirnal
oxygen consumption and aerobic endurance.Reilly,Williams,Nevill and Franks
(1999)thOWed that ullder‐16(under age Of 16)England international soccer
players possesSed appro対mately 58 m1/kg/min of V02maX.However,Bangsbo
(1994)suggeSted that aerobic endurance does not necessarily deternline good
performanc6s in soccer because no signiflCant difFerence in V02max existed
between flrst and second string players in top class]Danish soccer players.
Anaelobic power inay constitute the inost crucial component ofthe game
and contribute directly to winning possession ofthe ball and to the scoFing and
conceding of goals.Reilly and Stratt9■(1995)concluded that the relative
contribution of anaerObiC activity is likely to be less in youth compared with
adult players because ofthe delayed development of anaerobic metabolic
pathways in adolescence.Dtta from the study by Reilly et al.(2000)shOWed that
mean tiine of 30■l sprints in youth elite]巳nglandosoccer playeFs is about 4.3s.
upper body strength is also relevant fbr coping with the physical,aspects
ofthe game such as tackling and throwing in(TogaH and Asanli,1972;Shephard,
1999)。In tell.ls Of10Wer body strength,symmetrical interlimb distribution of
strength,an appropriate balance bOtweci nexors and σktensors,and flexibility in
the hamstrings and hip adductors are important for ittury prevention(Fowler and
Reilly,1993:Ekstrand,1982;Reiny ald stirling,1993).Reilly et al.(2000)alSO
measured the technical skill of soccer inソOuth elite England pliyers and found
the inean tiine ofthe slaloln dribble test was 15.5s.Moreover,the foundation.for
28
gross inotor skills is lald doWn in the cdurse oftLie child's habitual activity and
early exposure to playing soccer,according to]BormS(1986)。
Summa:ュ
Although not inuch information is available at this point,there is a
perception that high school athletes in the US are more otten becoIIIlihL single_
sport athletes.However,there several studies have identifled psychological and
sociological disadvantages of single sport participation,especially for young
athleteS.It may be speculated that psychological and sociological ploblёms may´
negatiVely affect athletes'physical fltness.Furthermore,a skill is not gained
siinply through extended practice but with deliberate practice.
Many studies have exarnined the efFect of cross‐training.CrOSS―training
apparently works not only to improve and/or inaintain physical fltness level bりt
also tb improve mood state,atteiuate stress level,and possibly prevent ittury.
Soccer is a inulti‐factor al sport with players needing aerobic endurance,
anaerobic power,stren=th,speed,agility,and flexibility.Many fltness factors
that are required for other sport activities are required by a soccer player..
Overlap in fltness skills should make cross‐ training benerlcial to the soccer
play9r.
There has bёen one〔難udy comparing physical fltness between AInericans
and Japanese.Thёy found that the Japanese had a better nexibility in truik―and―
neck extension and lower extremity powei than Ainericans.They also found that
|
the Japanese had signiflcantly higher relative V02111aX than Americans.
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Chapter 3
METHODS
The purpose of this study was to examine whether or not playing multiple
sports th"rotighout the course of one year provides greater physical fitness
benefits tp the athlete than playing a single sport. A comparison of physical
t.
fitness between high school athletes in Japan and the US was made to examine
the.effect of different school athletic programs and cultures. This chapter
outlines the methods and procedures used in this study. Speciflrcally, this chapter
deals with (a) selection of subjects; (b) study design; (c) testing procedures and a -
instrumentation; (d) testing environment; (e) treatment of data; and (f) summary.
Selection of Subjects
This study'was conducted in July of 2002 in Japan and October of 2002 in
the US. Prior to data collection, a letter was sent to the high school principal of
Jiyu Gakuen High School in Tokyo, Japan, the superintendent of ithaca City
School Districf, Ithaca, NY and the principal of Ithaca High School, Ithaca, NY
(Appendix A and B) to obtain permission to bonduct this project. A similar letter
was later sent to the schools' athletic director and respective coacheS. Once
permission was received, all members of the high school soccer teams were
asked to be involved in a preliminary meeting when the testing procedure was
explained in detail. All prospective subjects were asked to take two forms home:
a questionnaire which examined athletic history, individual training habits,.
. psychosocial profile, and injury history (App'endix C) and an informed consent
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form(Appendix D).Ifthey agreed to participate,they were also asked lo have
their parent or guardian sign the consent form.SubieCtS Were exclided ifthey
had any medical prOblems or orthopedic itturieS that would affect participation
as deternlined by the questionnaire(Appendi卜C).In the end,1 5 athletes,aged
16 to 18ェv01unteered to participate in Japan and 28'athletes(14 single s,ort and
14 multi.sport athletёs), ged from 16 to 18 y,volunteered to partitipate in the
US.
"
There Were three sample groups being multi―sport American athleteS,
single―sport AInerican athletes,and single―sport tlletes in Japano ln order to
examine cultural differences,the Japanese group(n=15)primarily was
compared to the single‐sport American group(n=14)。SpOrt―Status impact was
primarily determined by compering the multi‐sport US group(n=14)with the
single―s,ort Ainericai group.This study was of cross‐seCtiOllal design involVing
a battery of six fltness tests with ineasurements made at one tilne.          :
The assignment ofthe groups was decided based on country and athletic
history during the past one year as obtaiied by questioniaire.The athletes who
participated in a single sport fOr inore than 38 weeks in the past year、with a
frequency Of greater than three tilnes a week were considered to be single‐spo責
athletes.On the other hand,athletes who participated in two sports at least 12
weeks in the past year,each with a frequencプOfgreater than three tilnes a week
were considerel lnulti―spott athletes.:Moreover,any activity performed for less
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than l2 weeks in the year and/or less than thiee times a week was not considered
as a regular sporting participation.
Testing Procedures and Instrumentation
Testing consisted of six measurements of fitness. All tests were performed
in an'indoor gymnasium.with a wooden floor. Inside the gymnasium, temperature
was set at_25"C with 5l% humidity in Japan, and2l"C with 30% humidity in the
US. These minor environmental differences were not expected to cause any
differences in variables.
Sprint performance (30 m) w6s measured on the first testing day. Standing
long jump, sit dnd reach test, agility T-test, slalom dribble, and 2A m shuttle run
test were performed two days later. All participants were asked to warm-up by
j6gging lightly for 5 minutes before testing. The specific order of testing on the
second day of testing varied between individuals because they were first
assigned to one of three testing stations: standing long jump, agility T-test and
sldlbm dribble t.est. After each test was completed, participants were asked to go
to the next testing station. The sit and reach'test was set as the second or the last
testing stdtion to allow warm-up. Subjects were allowed to perform each test a
total of two trials on one day except for the 20 m shuttle run test. The 20 m
shuttle run was performed after the other four tests were completed. The 20 m
shuttle run was performed only once due to exhaustion from this endurance
running. Details of each test are dbscribed below.
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30 m sDrint
Each subject was asked to run 30 m as fast as possible and sprint time wa's
recorded using a stop'watch. Subjects were allowed to rest 3-5 min between two
trials. Time was recorded to hundredth of second and the best score was tak"n.
Sit and Reach
This test involved.sitting on the floor with legs extended. Feet (Shoes off) were
placed flat against the sit and reach box. Both knees were held flat against the
floor by the tester. The athlete slowly leaned forward slowly as far as possible
and held the greatest str6tch for two seconds. Each subject performed the sit and
reaih test with a standard sit-and-reach box. The measurement was recorded to
centimeters and.two consecutive trials were allowed. The best score was taken.
Standins Lons Jumo
The athlete placed his feet on the edge of the.line. The athlete crouched, leaned
forward, swung their arms backwards, and then jumped horizontally as far as
possible, jumping with both feet onto the platform. The measurement was taken
from tle edge of the line to the nearest point of contact. Measurement was
recorded in centimeters with twb corisecutive trials allowed and the best score
taken.
T-ttist
This test began with the subje'ct standing at a start point (point d see Figure l).
On the "9o" command, the subject s-printed forward to point B (10 yards straight
from point A), and*touched the base of a cone with the right hand. Then the
33
Figurel. Description of the agility T-test
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l
subject shuffled to the left and touched the base of the cone at point C (5 yards'
from point B). The subject then shuffled to the right 10 yards and touched the
base of the cone at point D with the right hand. The subject then shuffled to the -
left 5 yards and touched the base of the cone at point B with the 'left hand, then
ran backward past point A, at which time the timer stopped the- watch and
measured to the terith of second. Two consectltive trials were allowed and
subjects were allowed to take 3-5 min rest between each trial. The best score of
two trials was taken.
Slalom Dribble test
The subjects performed a 40-m slalom dribble negotiating a- zigzag path (see
Figure 2) with a regulbr soccer ball around a series of cones to an end line.and
back again to the start with time recorded to the nearest tenth of a second,
Subjects were allowed to take 3-5 min rest between two trials and the best score
was taken
20-meter shuttle run
The object was to run as long as possible back and forth across a 2O-meter
-distance at a specified pace which accelerated with each minute (Figure 3). The
automatic beep from i tape allowed nine seconds to run the distance during the
first minute. Each minute theieafter the pace increased by approximately one-
half second. Subjects had to run across the 20-meter distance and touch the line
by the time the beep sounded.
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At the sound of the beep they turn around and run back to the other end. If a
subject gets to the line before the beep,_they must Wait for the beep before
running in the other direction. Triple beeps at the end of each minute indicate the
end of a level and an increase in speed. Subj'bcts continue in this manner until
th9y can■0 1onger reach the line before the beep sounds.Ifthe beep sounds and
the subject has not yef completed the distance, he is.provided two more beeps to
regain the, pace 'before having to withdraw from the test. Level (pace) and
number of shuttle runs (the number of tinies subject ran at the pace) were
recorded by a testing parther and later put into equation (estimated VOzmax :
-24.4 + 6.0 V, where V : maxim4l running velocity. Velocity represents the
adjusted velocity [km ' h-t] attained at the last level) to estimate VOzmax in
ml/kg/min (Willford, Scheiufi Duey, Prigh and Barksddle, 1999). Only one trial of
the 20 m shuttle run test was allowed.
Tieatment of Data
One-way ANOVA was used to identify differences that may have existed
' in physical fitness or soccer skill level between subjects with statistical
significance set at the .05 level. In addition, a priori comparisons weie planned
to examine the difference between the two cultures and the two different spoft-
st'atuses (Munro, 2001). Lastly, correlation analyses were run to'- examihe
relationships between physical fitness variables.
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Summalュ
・
Suttecls oN=43)partiCipating in this study included 1 5 Japanese Single―
sport ath16tes,14 US single―sport and 14 US multi―sport athletes.An Suttects
were male and.aged 16 to 18 y.All subiects perfOrmed two t五a s Ofthe 30 m
sprint,standing long jump,sit and reach,‐agilit,T‐est,and the slalo■dribb e
with only the best score taken.The 20 m shuttle mn testl″as performed on y
o■ce.All tests were performed in a fairly silnilar environment in the US and
Japan.ANC)VA followed by a priori contitst testing,and correlati6n・a aly es,      ・
Were completed tO exanline any physical fltness differences by culture and sport―
status.
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Chapter 4
RESULTS
This study was conducted to inveStigate: 1)if there is a signiflcant
difference in physicai fltness between American and Japanese high school
athletes;and 2)to exarrline any Signiflcant differences in physical fltness
betweёn single…sport and multi‐sport athleteS.This chapter describes the
statistical analyses of data addressing these issues. Sections include the
followi,g:(a)description of sutteCtS,(b)Oultural comparison of fltness s9oreS,
(C)SpOrt_status cottparison of fltness scores;and(d)summary.
Silbiects'physical characteristics are reported in Table l:The sutteCtS'
age ranged frOnl 16 to 18 y and average height was siinilar across all groups and
ranged frOIIn 1 61.O cln to 178:6 cm in Japanese and 159.O cm to 185.4 cm in
AInerican athletes.Average weight across the groups was alSo siinilar and ranged
from 51.2 kg to`75.O kg itt Japanese and 55.8 kgto 81.7 kg in American athletes.
No signiflcant difference in height and weight existed between groups.
Cultural Comparison of Fitness Scores
The dependent variables used for these analyses included 30■l sprint tiine,
standing long jump,sit and reach test,agility T_test,sia19nl dribble and
estimated V02maX.As shown in Tables 2 and 3,mean scores from the tests
showed a signiflcant difference between groups only inlestiinated V02maX,
F(2,40)=9.20,pく.01.Figure 4 serves to inustrate this point.
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TABLE l.
ハge7カeiノlι ttd■Oo"ramss m」■i and silogre_spOrr Japanese and Ame″can d力わres.
Age Height Weight
Exercise
status (yO             (g叩止________――――」茎豊L______
JP Single
(n=15)
US Mutti
(n=14)
US Single
(n=14)
Total
(n=43)
16.73
0.70
171.17
5.02
63.08
7.14
????
???? 16.93
0.47
174.98
7.21
68.25
6.06
???? 16.57
0.51
173.69
9.21
67.81
7.57
???? 16.74
0158
173.23
7.31
66.30
7.20
-NdfPajapanese;US=American.Therewasnosignifi cantdiff erencebetween
sGores.
TABLE 2.
ANOVA Summarytable fciith'efitness and skill sares comPanng Japanese vs. US
Variables
30 m sprint
Standing ionglump
Sit and Reach
T_tざしt
S:a16m Dnbble
Estimated V02max
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
SS
0.21
1.56
1.78
MS
0.11
0.04
F
2.74
?
??
??
Bttett Groups
VⅥ聞hin Groups
Total
580.89
12737.86
13318.74
2
40
2
290.44
318.45
091 01410
Between Groups
VM劇lin Groups
Total
91.79
2682.72
2774.51
45.90
6707
?
?。
??
0.68 0.510
Bemeen(3roups
VV■hinく3roups
Total
2.20
14.04
1625
1.10
035
?
??
??
3.14 0.054
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
0.72
62.16
62.88
0.36
1.55
0.23
?
?。
??
0,795
Between Croups
Wthin Groups
Tota:
375.70
816.76
1192.46
187.85
20.42
2
40
42
9.20 0.001
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TABLE 3.
Moan and SD orscves飩"ρ
カッ燎)ar ttness and skirrtesrs fOr muri and silngresp"
Speed  Power  ttexiЫIけ Ag‖ity  sk‖  Endurance
S:alom  EstimatedExercise
status
30M ヽ  Standing    Sit and
sp"nt  :ongiump   Reach   T‐test  D‖bb!e   V02max
“
∝) (Crn)  (crn) ←∝) (響〕__(m『u雨→
JP sing:e  Mean
SD
4.34
0.22
219.00
18.46
37.07
10.08
10.26    16.76
0.76     1.38
55.45"
5.42
us MuttiMean
SD
4.47
0.20
214.07
18.49
34.79
5.17
10.68
054
17.07
0.96
50.01
4.27
??
?
?
??
?
?
210.07
1646
3357     10.79    16.9848.69
3.59
Mean    4.5
SD   O. 8.38 0.40     1. 4
Note. JPdapanese; US=American. *Significant difference were found between JP Single
and US Single, and JP Single and US Multi (p<.01).
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' pく ol
Figure 4. Estimated VO2max for each group. *A one-lfay ANOVA revealed significant
difference between Japanese and American single or niulti-sport athletes (p< .01).
????? 。
??
?。
?。
?。
（?
?
?》
?
?）???
???
?
?
?
?
??
?
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A priori comparisons (contrast test) were plbnned and used to more
closely examine cultural differences in fitness. Note that these contrasts can be 
.
examined eVen when the overall F value is not significant because the contrasts t
are stated a priori (before thO fact) and are restricted to orthogonal contrasts
(Torrance, 2002).
As shown in Table 4, significant differences were found in speed with the
Japanese cohort Ueing significantly faster (4.34 sec * .22) thanthe total
American cohort (4.45 sec * .18) and also when compared only to single-sfbrt
American athletes (4.4g sec * .16). Results of the agility T-test also showed the
Japanese to be significantly faster (ll.26sec * .76) than the American group
(10.73 sec t .47) or the single-sport American athletes (10.78 sec * .40). Lastly,
the Japanesd athletes had significantly greater estimated VOzmax (55.44
ml.kg.min + 5.44) than the American,cohort (49.34 ml'kg'min + 3.93), and that
result was stiil true after the American group was divided into single-sport
(48.69 ml'kg'min + 3.40) and multi-sport athletes (50.00 ml'kg'min + 4.27).
Sport-Status Comparison of Fitness Scores
As Table 5 shows, the second set of a priori contrast tests examined the
differe-nce between American single-sport and multi-sport athletes. Fitness '
differences betwben multi-sport American athletes and single-sport Japanese"
athletes were examined as well. No significant difference was observed between
single-sport athletes and multi-sport athletes except estimated VOzmax between
“TABLE 4.
Contrast rests examri7ilog ttηess dmb膊■Oes by cJI」rar starus.
S:alom
30M sp‖nt  St.:ongiump  Sn and Reach    T―test D‖bb:e  Est.V02max
JP vs.US
(15)  (28)
JP    US
Sing:e vs.Sing:e
t=■2.316
p=.026・
卜1.213
p=.232
卜1.102
p=:277
F-2.458
p=.018・
t=.654
p=.517
F-4.219
p=.000"
←2.169
p=.o3伊
卜 1.346
p=.186
Fl.148
p=.258
曖 .363
p=.023・
t=.469
p=.641
←-4.026
p=.000"
(15) (14)
JP    US
Sing:e vs.Multi
t=Ll.819
p=.076
卜 1.870
p〒.069
t=.658
p=.515 ・
t=3.239
p=.002・
t=.743
p=.462
t=.749
p=.458
Note.Contrast of mean s∞re.
athlete."pく.01.'pく.05.
US=American:muLi=mutti‐sport athiete:single=singi(>sport
TABLE 5.
Contrast tests examin
sprint :unnp Reach       T―test D‖bble   Est.V02max
Sing:e ws.Mulli     t=.838
(29)  (14)     p=.407
t=.0 0
p=。937
卜 .200
p=.842
← 786
p=436
t=.483
p=.632
t=1.400
p=.169
US   US
Sing:e vs.Muni
(14)  (14)
t=.344
p=.732
卜.593
p=.556
t=.392
p=.697
t=.485
p=.630
卜.185
p=.854
t=.774
p=.444
JP    us     ←=1.819  ヽ   卜.743 卜 1.870      t=658       t=3.239
Single vs.Mu:li     p=.076p=.462
Note.Contrast of mean score.JP=Japanese:US=Americani mu随=mutti‐s ort atl
athlete.'pく.01.
卜.749
p=.458 p=.069 p=.515p=.002・
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multi‐sport AInerican athletes and single‐sport Japanese athlσtes.Sing e―sport
Japahese athletes had higher estiinated V02maX'than multi‐port American
athletes,a result that inilTors the cultural difference presented in Table,4.
Relationshi,betweei Variables
COrrelation analysis revealed that a ttoderate relationship existed between
fleiibility and soccer skin,and a low relationship between estimated V02●aX
and 30■l sprint in Japanese athletes.There were no other important relatiσhships
demonStrated betweenマariables(Table 6)。
As Table 7 shows,moderate relatiOnships were revealed between speed
and agility,and explosive power and agility,in AIEllerican multi―sport a hletes.
No signiflcant correlations were observed between fltness scores in AInerican
single,sport athletes(Tlble 8).
Other Demographic Characteristics
Results ofthe suⅣey(Appendix C)eXanlining individual training habits
revealed tbiat 860/0(13 of 15).of Japanese athletёs performed p rsonal raining in
addition to regular team practices whi10 67.9%(190f28)of American athletes
reported the same(Table 9).In terms of resistance training,73%(1l of15)
Japanese athletes reported that they performed regularly while ll of 28(39%)
Anierican athletes reported they performed silnilar resistance training.The
questionnaire also revealed that 9 of 15(60%)Japanese athletes thought about
quitting soccer during their career while only 9 of 28(32%)American suttects
had considered quitting soccer(Table lo).
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TABLE 6.
:it and               S:a!orh      Est.
splnt     iump     Reach     T―test    D‖bb!e  V02max
30m sprint
Longiump
Sit and Reach
T―td
0.08         -
0.17
‐10 06
-0.1212
0.45
0.23       -Q.44       -0.25         -
Sla:om Dribb:e     ‐0.19 -0.73・ 0.21       -
Est.V02max-0.56・ -0.49       -0.05        0.35         ‐
Note. This analysis was run in orderto see whether any strong relationship between speed!explosive
power,lex16‖ity,ag‖ity:dribble ski:L and aerobic capaOⅢμ ・ pく.05 1eve!(2■a‖ed),"pく・01:evel(2-
ta‖ed).
TABLE 7.
cOrerari10ns bemeen varabres fOr υS Mυ′Fsp"attreres ri9‐綺θυS rn=1の.
stt and                     Est.
30M sprint  Longiump     Reach      T―test   S:a:om D‖bb!e
30M sprint
卜Ongjump
Sit and Reach
T―test
S:a:om D‖bbie
Est.V02max -0.1と ,2
This analysis was run in see whether any strong speed, explosive
power:lexib‖ityl ag‖ity,d‖bble Ski‖,and aerobic capaaⅢμ・pく.05!eve:(2■ailed).‐pく 01:evel(2■a‖ed).
cOreraゎお ゎらOoo月variabわsわ「 υS迦堕 鳴 需 堕 整 L一 一
___面 _
Sit and
30M sorint Lonq iumP Reach T―test   Sla:om D"bble   V02max
-0.51
-0.08
017″
0.18
-0.12
-033
-0.66・
0.03
-0.15
0.08
0.22
0.29
0.01
0.07
30m sprint
Long jump
Sit and Reach
T{est
Slalom Dribble
-0.31
0.17
-0.17
Ю.23       0.21
0.42          -
-0.04       0.11       -
-0.04 0.09          -
ρO町眈 ibiし電il町〕drilbbre s綺ll,a″d aeЮわたcapaゥ
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TABL匡9.
ResuIS or stlryey exar,lood rindルd"a′f ailoling hab■|.
Japanese
YES    NO.
Mu出―US
YES     NO
Sing:←uS
YES    NO
lndividual Training
Weight Training
Running Training
Cycling Training
SkillTraining
Others
13
11
7
0
8
0
8
15
7
15
11
8‐
10
2
?
??
12
11
12
6
11
9
13
11
14
Note. Ihe questionnaire asked if they perfumed individualtraining in addition to regular team
p'adices such as weighttraining, running, cyding, skf,l, and dhertrainings.
TABLE 10.
Resu″3 oFsuryey oxamilnilog psychosocilar cOnd″た口ofarlreres.
Japanese Muhi-US
YES NO YES NO
Sing:←US
YES     NO
Thought of quFtting
Physica‖y exhausted
Monta‖y exhausted
Time consum:ng
Ohers     '
12
6
13
11
10
13
10
13
12
11
14
9
11
11
13
13
Note. The questionnaire asked thought of quitting play soccer in their career, and if answer was
yes then asked why they thought so.
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According to the same survey, 5 of 9 Japanese subjects saiA that.they thought of
quitting because playing was too time consuming while only'l of 5 US single-
sport athletes'reported the same.
The total duration of, the soccer season in the US was approximately 15
weeks, but about was 42 weeks in Japan (Table l l). Estimated'total time of 
,
playing soccer during one season was 200 h for American athl-etes and'245 h for
Japanesie athletes.
Summary
First, the Japanese athletes had a significantly faster speed in the.3b m
sprint and agility T-test than US athletes. Moreover, Japanese athletes had higher -
estimated VOzmax as calculated from the result of the"20 m shuttle run test.
Second, no significant differences were observed in fitness scores between
single,sport athletes and"multi-sport athletes. Third, nb significant differences in
the demographic characteristics of height and weight were found between the'
two countries. Lastly, T3o/o of Japanese athletes performed regular resistance
training while only 39Yoof American athletes reported doing the same. Japanese
athletes were twice as likely as US athletes to consider quitting soccer. The
soccer season lasted 42 weeks in Japan and only 18 weeks in the US high school.
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-TABLE 11.
Duiation and fiequency of regular scr,rr;rtearh pradice in countries, IJS and
Season duration
Frequency of Practice
Ave. Pradice duration
Ave. Frequency of Game
Games in'one season
App. Total duration of PlaYing
15 weeks 42 weeks
120 min 90 rnin
1.5 games/ vtrt< 1 gameArk
23 games 45 games
5 tirnesA″k        3timesMk
soccer 200 hrs 245 hrs
might affect athletes' physicalfitnss levels and psychosocial condition.
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Chapter.5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The primary findings of this investigation were that Japanese high school'
soccer players'had significantly griater speed, agility and estimated aerobic
capacity than their American counterparts iegardless of sport-status. Furth6rmore,
no significant differences in fitness variables were found between single-sport
athletes and multi-sport athletes. A discussion of these results is contained in this
chapter under the following sections: (a) cultural coniparison (American vs.
Japanese); (b) sport-status comparison (sifigle-sport athletes vs. multi-sport
athletes); and (c) summary.
Culturbl Comparison (American vs. Japanese)
Physical characteri stics
This study found no signiflrcant'difference in physical characteristics
between athletes from both nations. Although there has nof been adequate
research comparing thb physical characteristics of Americans and fapanese, the
general perception tends to be that Americans are more physically developed
than Japanese. In other words, people believe that Americans are taller and
heavier. In fact, one study found thdt American college students were
significantly taller and heavier than Japanese college students (Nakanishi and
Nethery, 1998). i{owerrer, in the present study of high school athletes there were
no significant cultural differences observed in height and weight and sampling
characteristics may explain the difference between these studies. There are,no
?
?
other recently published research examing the differences in physical
chara-cteristics between young male athletes from these natioirs. It is reasonable
to conclude at this point in time that there appears to be no differences in the
height and wdight of high school athletes from the US and Japan.
Speed
One of the major findings of this study was that speed in the 30 m sprint
was significantly faster for Japanese athletes than for American high school
athletes. CoacheS from teams in ifre US and Japan refiorted that no special
training was aimed at the enhancement of speed in regular practices..Peisonal
training or practiies of individual athletbs, however, might have had an affect on
speed. According to.a survey of training habits, ll of 15 (73%) Japanese athletes
reported resistance training regularly while 11 of 28 (3g%)American athletes
reported they performed similar resistance training. Guskiewicz,Lephart and
Burkhokder (1993) suggested that enhanced hip musculature strength could lead
to increase sprint speed. Therefore, the result obtained in this investigation
might be due to the individual .weight training if it is, assumed that Japanese
athletes performed regular exercise with hip flexbr/extensors properly.
Kraemer et al. (2003) reported that maximal countermovement jump
(vertical jump) height. increased significantly after four months of resistance
training for the upper and lower extremities. In the present study there were no
significant differences between American and Japanese in explosive power
(standing long jump) despite the fact that more Japanese performed more
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resistance training. Why resistance training might explain the difference in
speed between athletes but not jumping is not very clear from the information
available. However, there was no significant correlation between speed and
explosive po\rer seen in the present study and the resistance training done by the .
Japanese athletes.may not have affected both factors equally. Future study might
examine the types of resistance exercises used in each country to see if program
difference might help explain the present results.
There could very well be other cultural differences beside the training
habits of athletes that might contribute to fitness differences; muscle fiber type,
anaerobic energy substrate availability (e.9., creatine), training environment and
diet ib name a few. One study, using wheelchair marathon athletes,
demonstrated no significant difference in average percentages of calories from
protein, carbohydratbs, and fat between Japanese and Americans (Wang, Goebert,
Hartung and Qigley 1992). These variables were not measured in the present
study making it difficult to state that the difference in speed was due to different
dietary habits between Japanese and Americaris.
One last factor that could be considered to explain the cultural difference
in fitriess is eiperimental error. In this study, a stopwatch was used to measure
the time of 30 m sprints, T-test, and slalom dribblb test, and instrumentation bias
due to human error is possible. However, pilot testing showed a high interclass
correlation coefficient between two trials of 30 m sprint (r: .96) or T-test
(r:.82) by stopwatch by the lone tester. Slalom dribble test was measured by
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different testers in the US and Japan, however, it still showed higher interclasst,_ 
,
correlation coefficient (r :.72 in Japan, r : .86 in the US). It is unlikely that
instrumentation error contributed to ihe difference observed because the lone
tester was practiced and demonstrated high reliability. Higher objectivity might
have been <ibtained if a device such as electronic timing system were used during
each test but this would have been impractical for this study.
Agility
Results from all analyses of agility illustrated that athletes in Japan had
significantly greater agility than American athletes. One of the reasons might be
because Japarfese athletes performed agility training routinely at practice. Their
agility'training is a combination of sprint, lateral running, rapid-change direction,
and quick-rising from a laying down position (Appendix E). On the other hand,
no'specific training or practice focusing on agility was applied to athletes in the
US. Magill (1993) stated that as a person learns a motor skill, mechanical
efficiency is improved. Accordingly, the significant difference in agility between
Americans and Japanese might be due to repeated agility-specifii practice.
Rd3istance training might have also influenced the greater performance in agility
since niore subjects routinely performed individual resistance training in lapan.
Bangsbo (1994) menti6ned that the ability to coordinate movements (d.g., rapidly
chaige direction) is related to the explosive strengih of the leg muscle. Wiite a
reasonable speculation, there is a difficulty in declaring that resistance training
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'actually enhanced coordination or agility
in the present study:
Aerobic endurance (estimated VOzmax)
since that was not Specifically studied
Results of the 20 m shuttle-run test revealed that Japanese athletes had
significantly higher estimated VO2max than American athletes. This resul t '
agrees with research using college aged subjects by Nakanishi and Nethery
(1998). According to a report by US and Japanese soccer coaches, no training
aimed at the enhancement of aerobic capacity such as running and high intensity
intermittent training was performed during team practice. However, only the
Japanese team carried out a few types of training with balls that may have helped
improve aerobic capacity. For example, continuous three-a-side (3v3) games on el
quarter of a regular soccer field with "short intervals", and shooting practice
with'repeated high speed shuttle sprinting between starting point and where tlie r
ball was given (Appendix E) were drills performed only by the Japanese. This
type of training may have positively influenced aerobic capacity.
The schedule of the Japanese athletes made it more likely to have
suffriient time for their individual training because they had a te'am practice
every other day during weekdays. Therefore, playerS who'performed running
tiaining with fairly high intensity were often observed on the day of "no team
practice" during the regular season. According to the survey, 8.out of l5 (53%)
Japanese athlet6s reported that they performed running training regularli but l5
out of 28 (53%) Americans also said they ran routinely. Therefore, it is assumed
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that the individual rLInning/aerobic training did not explain differences in
estiinated V02maX between the two cultures.
Frequency and duration of actual games inight also influence the
improvement ofherobic Capacity.Teams in Japan played a inatch against other
high schools almost every week for 10 months.On the contrary,Ameriじans team
hOd l′to 2 games per week during a three month season.AH Japanese suttectS
had opportunities to pldフa fbH 80 minutes almost every weck because only three
Substitutio,s are anowed thrOughout the entire gape,and coacleS usuany
arrange a multiple number of inatches in order to also allow reserve pliyers to
allo play 801lninutes ofan actual game.Despite a higher frequency ofgames in
Ainerican athletes duratiOn Of actual play for each player varied because 6f '
unlirnited substitutions allowed by US high school socOer regulations.During the
game,some sutteCtS WOuld play only 15 minutes in total with rest intervals on
the bench while cithers inight play more than 70 nlinutes in total.In this light,the
cultural differences in frequency and play time for an players ofgames might
help explain the signiflcant dilttbrence in aerobic capacity observedi
Previous research has shown a prOnounced increase in aerobic capacity
and performance in youth soccer players compared tO adult playerS in]Delmark
deSpite that fact that they did■o  peribr】n any speciflc flthess training(BangsbO,
1994).Furthermore,results from this study showed that the aerobic capacity of
18 year old players was as great a,those Of the senior league players accordingly.
Therefore,it appears that it is possible fOr yOuth to reach high levels ofphysical
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fltness sirnply｀by ayihg soccer regularly and without perforIIling speciflc
rltness trainingo Helgerlld,Engen,Wislor and Hoff(2001)mentiOned that  ・
enlianced aerObic enduiance in soccer players improves soccer performance by
increasing the distance covered,enhancing work intensity,and increasing the
humber of sprints and involvement,with the ball during inatch.In sulninary,it is
very possible that the cultural differences in estilnated aero6ic capacity,may be
due to a longer season and more actual′pl y tiin for Japanese athletes.
Test bias is other potential factor that inay contribute to the difference
seen in estimated V02maX between the athletes.ResOarch by McVeigh,Payne
and'Scott(f995)indiCated that the 20 nl shuttle mn yielded an dcceptable level
of reliability,but protocol familiarity was an impo■ant consideration.McVeigh
et al.found that the predictive power of estiinated V02matt by the 20 1n shuttle
rlln test was greatest after using the best ofthree repeated tests.McNaughton,
Hall,and Cooley(1998)mentiOned that suttectS need to have prior experielilce in
t騰20 m shuttle‐run test in order to obtain maximal results.Suttects in their
study performed 5 repetitions ofthe 20 m shuttle‐ru  test prior to actua  testing
and they obtained a strong correlation with an actual V02 maX test(r=.82,p
く.005).An suttects in this cullural cOmparison study had at least two pre宙ols
ア
experiences with the 20 m shuttle rlln test,however,Japanese were probably
more farniliar wilh the prOtOcol ofthe test because the 20■l shuttle run t st is
used as one ofthe natiollial standard physical fltness tests each year at every
junior and senior high school. Although the results may be affected by
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differences in previous experience, it is still assumed'that all participants had
adequat'e previous experience to maximally perform the test. Nakanish and
i
Netherj (1998) also found that Japanese had a significantly higher relative
VOzmax than American counterparts, and the present study extends that'finding
to high school student athletes.
Explosive power. flexibility and soccer skill
No significant differences were found in explosive power, flexibility and
soccer skill (from slalom dribble test). As previously mentioned; the details of
individual resistance training \trere not obtained in this study making it diffibult
to state if resistance training was.a useful tool for improving lower extremity
power. In terms of flexibility, athletes in both countries had time for stretching
before and aftei regular practicing and games. Japanese athletes performed
proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation stretch (PI.[F) before every practice
and game, and though an acceptable technique, this did not lead to differencbs in
flexibility (Appendix E). According to research by Williford and Smith (1985),
there was no significant difference in flexibility after 9 weeks of stretching
exercise between groups with PNF and those using static stretching. In this s.tudy,
there was no significant difference in flexibility between two the cultures. Lastly,
there was no difference in slalom dribble but a more thorough examination of
individual soccer skills should be done before concluding that no cultural
difference exists in soccer ability.
??
?
?
Sport-status Comphrison (Single-sport Athletes vs. Multi-sport Athletes)
r "Physical fitness scores
There was no sigirificant difference'iir speed, explosive power, flexibility,
agility, soccer skill and aerobic capacity between single-sport athletes and multi-
sport athletes in the US. High levels of speed, explosive power especially in
lower limb, flexibility, agility and aerobic capacity are definitely required in
order to play socc6r successfully. One of the reasons for the lack of signific'ant
difference in physical fitness level between athletes from two different sport-
statuses might be related to limited testing protocols. There may have been a
difference if a greater variety of physical fitness tests were performed.
Furthermore, three months of a regular high school soccer season with'daily
, 
practices and'w€bkly games may be sufficient enough for both tyfies-of athletes
to possess Similar physical fitness level.
Individual training
It is interesting to note that more multi-sport athletes did additional
endurance training than single-sport athletes in the US (10 out 14 for multi-sport
athletes, 5 out of 14 for single-sport athletes). Despite this, there was no
difference in aerobic capacity between the two groups. We can speculate that'the
reason for this phenorhenon may be insufficient frequency, duration or intensity
of runriing training. In general, it is recommended that a person jog or run for at
least 20 to 25 minutes at intensity between 70%o and 85% of their maximum heart
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rate with frequency of 3 to 5 days a week in order to improve cardibrespiratory
fltness.This volume of exercise training was not verifled in this study.
Soccer skill
Despite the assumption oF superior soccer skill in single―sp rt soccer
athletes,no signiflcant difFerences were observed in this study.The soccer―skill ・
test used for this study was a slalonl dribble test that consisted of dribbling with
rapid‐change direction and spirinting.As previously mentioned,superior inotor
control such as dribbling skill is assumed to be acquired with repeated practicё
for a certain period oftiine.Accordingly,there is a tendency to assume that
siigle‐sport soccer athletes inay have superior soccer‐speciflc skills.It lnight be
thar a ceiling effect exists ibr the slaloIIIl dribble test and an players easily
reached a certain level with sufflcient soccer skill and practiёe trials.This
possibility lnight lead to l lack ofsensitivity fOr the test.However,aヽtudy by
Reilly,Williams,Nevin and Franks(2000)reVealed a signiflcant difFerence in
sialoln dribble sicores between elite and ζub‐elite youth soccer players in lEngland.
‐
Perhaps skill differences between single―sport a hl tes a d inulti…sport athletes
lnight have emerged if other soccer skills such as shooting,kicking precision,
and kicking distance hac_been tested in this present study.
Psychosoclal iSSues in related to ttort status                 '
As discussed in Chapter 2,researchers considered the risks of singlersport
participation in youth athletes,such as psychological burn‐out and lo s of soci
contact with outside of sports activity(Gould et al.,1996).In the present study,
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5 of 14 single―port Ainerican athleteS and 4 of 14 multi―sport athletes answered
that they have thoughts of quitting soccer.There were lnore inulti‐sp rt athl t s
who considered playing sports too tilne consunning compared to single‐sport
athletes(3 multi‐sport American,l single‐sport American).Three single―sport
Ainerican athletes and two multi―sport Alnerican athletes picked``Inentally
exhausted"as one ofthe reasons for thinking of quitting soccer.Nevertheless,
there were a fairly equal number of athletes reporting they had thoughts of
quitting soccer.TherefOre,both socialtand psychological issues were of concern
when participating in athletic activity but sport―status did■ot have a clear impact
on the student's attitude.
In general,US high SChOol athletes had relatively l■inor i bues ed to
psychosocial problems when compared to their Japanese counterparts.Cultural
comparisOn of psychosocial issues revealed that inore Japanese(9 of15)had
thoughts Of quittinL playing than American single¨sport(5 of14)athletes and it
is assumed that cultural issues inay explain this result.Although the frequency of
games and duration of practice varied occasionally due to factors such as weather,
condition of athletes,the total duration of playing soccer was approxiinately 245
hburs perid year in Japan,and 200 hours a yearin the US.US athletes had a
frequency Of flve practices per week and 23 regular season games throughout a
15 weck period.Single―Sport Am rican athletes spent apprOximately 23青teks
phying soccer on second team.Despite more iciquent practices and games in 15
weeks of high school soccer season and additional activities in the US,only one
third of singleLspOrt players thought of quitting soccer.In fact,about twice as
many Japanese(5 of9)cited``ti■e consuming"as one ofthe mot市es f r watting
to quit playing soccer while a siinilar number of Japanese players(4 of9)saying
psychological exhaustion was a key factor behind thoughts of quitting.
In general,there iS a tendericy to assume that inore intense and long
periods ofatlletiC activity might lead to“bum out".However,more tttn halfof
Japanese suljectS reported thoughts ofquitting soccer although the nurilbers of
hours were shorterthan in uS subiectS.ThiS result may be related to rapanese
playing on the same team with the same coach and tealllinates for approxiinately
42 weekS.Although■ュr her information is needed to explain the actual
underlying causes ofthese psychosocial issues,it inight be reasonable to think
i that by changing activity andノor environment with a new team the athlete.lnay
get relief
Su…
Firstly,this study countered popular perception and provided evidence of
no signiflcant difference in height and weittht between American and Japanese
high school athletes.Secondly,it appears,likely that ditterent athletic programs,
practice regiinens,and individual training habits contributed to signiflcant′
cultural differences in physical fltnOsS level,especially'in speed,agility,and
estilnated aerobic capacity.Future study nlight exalnine the details of resiStance
training used in each country to see whether strength training program
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differences lnight explain the present results.Thirdly,there Was no signiflcant
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difference between si,gle‐sport and multi―spor  athletes in any physical fltness
scores thereby.raecting the hypothesis that multi‐sport athletes might possess
superiOr fltness than their single―s,ort COunterparts.In addition,sOccer skills
were nOt better in'Single―sport athletes leading to the suggestion that sensitility
ofthe,soccer Skill test should be carefully exalnined.Lastly,cultural diJIbrences
may be the key,factor for a greater percentage of Japanese athletes experienCing
thoughts of quitting sports.E》ifFerence in scheduling and prolonged participation
with a single team may lead to these discouraging psychosocial issues.
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Chapter 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
This study was undertaken to determine if there is a significant difference
in physical fitness level between American high school athletes and Japanese'
high school athletes, and to also examine any significant difference between
single-sport athletes and multi-sport athletes. The subjects were 15 Japanese hiih
school athletes from Jiyu Gakuen high school in Tokyo; Japan, and 28 American
high school athletes from Ithaca High School in Ithaca, NY. The study involved
six physical fitness tests: 2O m sprint (speed), standing long jump (anaerobic
pciwer), sit and reach test (flexibility), T:test (agility), and 20 m shuttle run test
(aerobic capacity); and one soccer skitl test for each subject. These variables
were ttien analyzed using ANOVA and a prioii colmparison tests to examine
cultural and sport-status differences between.the samples. The r6sults indicated
thdt there was no significant difference in characteristics of height and weight
betvieen the.two countries. Secondly, fapanese athletes had greater scords in 30
m sprint and T-test than American athletes. Moreover, Japanese athleteS had
significantly higher scores in 20 m shuttle run test than American athletes.
Thirdly, no significant differences were observed in fitness scores between
single-sport and multi-sport athletes.
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.i Conclusions
The results of this study- yielded the following conclusions ,"g"rdi.rg
physical fitness level in high school athletes:
l. No significant difference in physical characteristics exist between
American and Japanese tiigh school athletes. Although this result does not
, agree with previous research examining college-aged Japanese dnd
American subjects (Nakanishi and Nethery, 1998), it is reasonable to
conclude that the general perception about Americans being taller and
heavier than Japanese is a misconception.
. 2. It is concluded that playing multiple humber of sports during a year does
not lead to greater physical fitness than playing a single sport.
3. Japanese athletes had a significantly higher speed, agility, and estimated
VO2max. Different athletic programs, practice regimens, and individual
.training habits may have contributed to signifibant cultural difference in
physical fitness.
4. Cultural differences in scheduling and prolonged participation with a
single team may have led to greater percentage of Japanese athletes
experiencing thoughts of quitting sports.
Recommendations
This study was the first to compare physical flrtness levels between
American and Japanese high school athletes with different sport-status also
considered. Modification rindlor adjustments for future experiments would help
… ・ 1.1・ ~ .|
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increase knowledge on this toplc.The follbwing reconllnendations for further
StudシWere made after completion of this investigation:                   ・
1.E》ifferent aspects of physical fltness test protocol such as upper body
strength,coordination,reaction tiine,、and bala ce should be performed to
detect signiflcant differences in these fltness scoreS between athletes with
different sport―status.
2. In terms of spOrt…statusi further study should categorize ihulti―sport
athletes distinguishing types of second sport.For instごnce,soccer and         ´
cross‐country runnin3/10ng distanCe running(intenSe aerobic sport)versuS
soccer and basketban(simi14r type to primal sport),and sOccer plus
wrestling(pOWer sport)would be cOmpared to examine the relationship :、
between type of activity and physical fltness.
3.More detailed information regarding individual training should be
acquired in order to exallline the cause and effect relationship between
strength/aerobic training and physical fltness level.Moreover,off―day
training shOuld・be manipulated in an experilnent to exalnine the effect of
such training,which may exうla n cultural differences more clearly.
4. .Finally,Japanese athletes should have a chance to switch teams to see if
changing teanプeivironmcnt affect athletes'attitude.
APPENDIXA
Letter to Supermtendent oflthaca City SchorDl District
Sep憾ibbr 12,2002
h[r. Bill Russell "
Superintendent of School
Ithaca City School Districl
400 Lake St.
Ithaca, NewYork 14850
Dear.IVIr. Russell:
I am writing this letter with the hope that students at Ithaca High School will participate in
t, r t.aa
our scientifib irfvestigation. We are investigating the cross-cultural differences in physical fitness
between multi'sport and single'sport athletes in high school. Since the investigation will be done in US
and Japan, this study will provide a rarely exlmined comparison of high school athletes. Actual
investigation methods include a questionnaite, a physical frhess test and a soccer skill test. This
investigation will take approximately one hour for each atNete and we expect 1s finish all data
collection iri about two iveeks. Please frnd the attached outline for further information about this
investigation.
It would be appreiiated if you consider the feasibility of yotir student's participation in this
mvestigation Яndニュve us an answer bv remn OfIIlail bv SeDtelnber 20.If you have nny questions or
need more informatioh, please feel iee to ∞ntact M∞aya Sakihana at 607-256…7176 or e‐mail at
(口ralCihana@homail.Oom)γ■ G Sf rzo『aculty Advisoru at 607-274‐3359 or e…mail(SfOrzo@ithaCa.ed→.
■ ank you ψcりmuch for your consideration.
YoM Sincerel勇
Masaya Sakihana (Principle Investigator)'
Dr. G A. Sforzo
Graduate Chair and Faculty Advisor
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2.
l. Puroose ofStudy 
s
Thdmajor purpose of this study is to examine whe&a9r playing multiple or single sports throughoirt the course of
the year prcivides physical benefits to the athlete. Physical fitness level between multi-sport athletes and
sin$Lsport athletes.in the US will be compared with single-sport high school athletes from Japan: A secondary
prirpose is to do a cross-cultural examination in these athletes.
ffi provide benefits to both the subject and research community. The research community can
possibly benefit hom this study by learning if tliere is a physical fitness difference between multi-iport and
single+pord athletes. Exercise professionals and athletes alike could use the resuls in a practical manner when
they consider taining prograrns. The individual athlete can benefit by learning you're his/her ability of speed,
aerobic endurance, aglity" anaerobic power, fleXibility and soccer specific skills.
Time of Study
In Japan, early July in 2002,In the US, October lln2002
Descriotion of Subjects
All soccer players in Jryu Gakuen High School (Japan) and Ithaca High School (US) Soccer team
Place of Study
Soccer field and Gymnasifim in Jiyu Gakuen High School and Ithace High School
WhatAlhletes Will BeAsked to Do
Ad the preliminary meetings the investigator \f,ill meet with all the prospective subjects. At this time testing
procedure will be explaincd in detail. They will then take home and fill out a questionnaire and .ig, un informed
consent. Also they will be asked to have their parent or guardian sign as well. Athletes will be asked to answer
the questiorinaire, which surveys their athletic activity history individual fiaining history and demographic
infomiation. It will take about 20 ininutes to answer the all questions.
Following this, athletes will be asked to perform tests to help assess their overall fltness and soccer skill. The
3O-meter sprint will be used to determine speed Aerobic endurance ability will be determined with a Z0-meter
shuttle run (i'beep test"). Anaerobic power will be measured by standing vertical jump. T-test will assess agility.
The sit and reach test will be used to determine flexibility. Soccer specific skill will be measured by slalom
dribbling and juggling test. These are standard tests of fitness that athletes are generally familiar with. These tedts
will take apprixinately I hour for each athlete and we ex-pect'to finish all data collebtion in dbout 2 weeks
3.
??
5.
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7. Risks
As with all exercise tfiere ii always a risk of injury. This risk is somewhat geater especially during maximal test
such as 20-in shuttle, .30-m sprin! standing verfrcd jump and T-test. These subjebts are young, healthy
iniividuals, and the risk is minimal. If the athlete has any healtr problens that preclude activity"; he will be
asked to iriform the researcher before participating in the project. In addition, muscle scireness may occur after
each test, however since athletes exercise frequently, this risk should be minimal.
8. Withdrawal from the Study
The atllete's participation in this study and testing is
resrgn if he so desires. The athlete may omit enswels
them.
pure$ voluntary. All subjects are free to deny consent or
to the questionnaire if he feels uncomfortable answering
9. How the Data will be Maintained in Confidence
Information form this study will be maintained in complete confidence. Only the primary investigators will have
any acc€ss to the information. A subject [D number will be assigned to each sulject to help ensure confrdentiality.
Participants in the sfudy will irot be identified in any reports or publications of datalresults.
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APPENDIX B
Letter to Jlyu Gakuen high sch∞lin tkyo,Japarl
学校法人 自由学園
男子部教師会 御中
米国ニューヨーク州
イサカ・カレッジ大学院
運動科学部
咲花 正弥
貴校益々ご清栄のことお慶び申し上げます。南沢の木々もその色を一段と深め、キャンパスが更に美しくなつている
ことでしょう。                                    ・
さて、この度は私が進めております研究へのご協力をお願いしたくご連絡させて頂きました。私は現在修士論文の一
環として、日米間の高校運動選手の体力比較に関する研究を行つております。この研究は両国の高校サッカー選手の体
力測定と技術力測定を実施し、その結果を比較するというものです。そこで男子部高等科サッカー部員への測定実施に
ご協力頂きたくお願い申し上げます。                                 1
測定に関する詳細は下記の通りとなつておりますのでご参照いただき、測定実施の可否をご検討頂ければ幸いです。
尚、今年3月の学園訪間の際、内田先生とはこの件についてご相談させていただき、基本的な承諾は頂いております。
ご不明な点がございましたら、お気軽にご連絡下さいますようお願い申し上げます。
お忙しい中大変恐縮ではございますが、研究事例が存在しない貴重な研究内容の故、前向きにご検討頂ければ幸いで
す。
1:期間
2.対象
3.酪
4.場所
5.教官名 :内田先生
6.実施者 :咲花 正弥 (男子部54回生)
7.連絡先 :咲花 正弥
住所 : 2B4Candlewyck Drive
lthaca,NY 14850 UoS.A
電話&FAX: 1-716-256-7176
e‐maili m_sakihanaChotmail.com
2001年7月3日～7月12日 (高等科サジカー部練習時間)
男子部高等科サッカー部員20名
アンケート (添付文章参照 。学生へは翻訳版を配布予定)
体力測定 (30m走、20mシャトルランテスト、瞬発カテスト、垂直飛び、上体起こし、長座体前屈)
技術力測定 (40mドリブル、ボールリフティング)
自由学園男子部グランド、男子部体操館、記念体育館
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1.Name:`Last〕                  缶(First)_             (Middle)
Prease prnι
2.Age:        years            3.Date of Bi山: ′ ′   (morday/yrl
3.Hetg龍 5。Wdght
(■)   (inch)
4.When did you start p!aying so∝eρ years old
5. Please list the name cif athletic ac{Mity/activities that you participated in during the Dast one vear. Also, specify the team or
organization and amount of time in weeks you spent with each activity. (Note: please include oubide school activities such
as local club teams or recreational iports)
a. Soccer \A/here:- How long: VVёeks
Where: How long: Weeks
(Name of sport)
Where: How long: Weeks
(Name of sport)
'Where: How long: Weeks-
(Name of sport)
6 Do you do your own individualtraining in addition to regular athletic practice?
□  YES
口  NO(Go to QueSton#7)
if YttS,what kind oftraining doシOu dO?(C力eck arr apppl
tr weight training week(s)rlear
APPENDIX C
Athletic History and Ъaining QuestimnnlreIDNO.
:bs
b.
d.
tr Running training Week(s)/year
口 Cycling
□  Sk‖l training
.week(s)/year
week(s)/year
tr Others: Please specify) weeUvear
l hu証 ・ |
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What is the total amount of time per week that you spend oh that taining?
( < symbolize equal or lesser than: > symbolize greater than)
□ く2 hrs
口 く3 hrs
口 く4 hrs
口 く5 hrs
口 く6 hrs
□ く7 hrs
口 く8 hrs
7.Have you everthought about quitting socceρ
口 YES
口 NO(Go to QueS10n瀾助
lf YttS,please specwthe reason(Ch∝ka‖that pply)   ・
口  Physica‖y exhausted
口 Mentai:y exhausted
口 Spott was too■me c nsuming
,日 Others:(speCify)
Have you evё[rnisSed a game or practice due to any ofthe reasons above?
□  YES Which:
□  NO
8. Do you have any medical condition and/or orthopedic/injury that may afiect your ability to play soccer or doing the fitness
tests for this studf
tr YES
trNO
llYES, please list the condition below
2.
3.
Thank you very much for your codperation.PleaSe hand this paperin by   ′     ′    .
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APP―]ⅨD
2.
INFORMED CONSD可
ffiffis€ of this study is to q{amine u/heth€r praying multiple or single sports thoughout the course of the year
provides physical benefits to the athle*e. Physical fitness level between multi-sport athletes and single-sport athletes in the
US will be compred with single-sport high school athletes from Japm. A secondary purpose is to do a-cniss+ultural
e:<amination of ftese athlees.
Benefit ofShrdv
This $gdy will provide benefits to 6oth you and the reseach community. The research community can possibly botefitfrom
ttiS rtoay by leaming if there is a'difference in physical fitress between multi-sport and single-sport athkites. Exercise
professionhls and you alike could use the results in a p'ractical manner when you consider training programs. You can benefit
by learning your ability ofspeed, aeiobic endurance, agility, anaerobic power, flexibility and soccer specific d<ills.
WhatYou Will BeAsked to Do
At the preliminary meeting the investigator will meet with all the prospictive subjects. At this time testing procedure will lL
explained in detall. You will then take hoine and fill out a questionnaire and sigp an informed consent Also. vou will be
asked to bave your parent or gurdian sien as well. You will be asked to mswer the questibnnaire, which survey"s your
athletic activity history individual trainhg history and information- It will take about 20 minrtes to answer all
the questions.
Follo―g ule qucstio―ire,you will be asked to p」onn t sts to help assess on overa11 level of flmess and s∝cer skin.A
30-metc_t win be used to det―ine平己 Acr bt endunce win be dct―inod widl a 20-meter shutde rtlll(`数つ
"ゞ
).Anaerobic power宙u be meaned by sta■lding Ⅵ涵caljunp.1■T‐td宙n assess a』iりne ac邁biliti/will be
assessed by sit and reach test.Socca veciflc skin win be mea―d by slaloln dribbling and j山
“
・ゞThese are
smdard ttt」fl nesthatttcLs are ttCnmuy familiarwim.,両ects win pJom。
“"two tests cach tt■
erefore■
willtake 4 days to complete au tdingo we d血畿to mendam―ately 15u∝s orlteng fOr each鉗可∝tin One
転 therefOre totaltesting time for each individual win be abOut輸6h…
4. Risks
As with any exercise, there is always a risk of injury. During maximurn testing, there exists the possibiliiy of discomfort and
the rernote possibility ofabnonnal blood presSure, fainting, inegularity ofheadbeat, heart rittack or deirth. These risks are
somewhat gred.er especiaUy during te6('such as 20-m shrttle 30-m sprin! standing vertical jtrmp and T-test Since you are
young, healthy individuals, and the risk is minimal. If yoq have mf health problems that preclude activity, tell rire before
participating in the project In addition, muscle soreness may ciccur, after each tes, however since you exerCise freqrrntly,
this risk $ould be minimal. If it occun, muscle soreness should last only a few days.
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5.   Infonmadёn
lf you would like lllllore infommtion before,duttng or after dle sぃdy pleas  feel tte to contact Masaya Sttihana■ 色
607‐256‐7176 or e‐mnil at(m sakihana@ho,mnil.com)or Dr G.Sfom σaculty Ad宙so⇒ at 607‐274‐3359 or e‐nlall
(sforzo@ithaca cdu).
・    6. Wlttdrawa16Юm dle Smv
Your ptticipation in this study and tesung is purely volun慟叫 You are mee to宙dldraw hm the study at any time宙血out
penalty and to olmt answers on dlc・ques●olmalre dlat you feel uncomfo山おle answering.
7. How lle Data will be Maintained in Confldence
hfomation fom tts study will be mttnt,ined h∞mp ete co面dence.Only the primO invesdgators win have any access
to the info―tion,A subieCt D number will be assigned to each su可∝t tO help ensure conidendttty.Participants in dle
sndy wШnOt be idendied h any reports or public江lon: f data/resu ts.
8. Participant's and Parent/Guardid Statement
l have read and understand dle lnfomed Consent doculnent and hereby Jve my consent for pttdcipation in dlis
lnvestigatlon.
Print Nalne(Studeno Date
Signamre(Smdent)
Print Nanle carent or Guardian)
Signaturё carent or Gu測an)
Date
F……………… …i
:人uVu81¬]0ヨ1¬00 VOV則:             i
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APPENDⅨ E
Descnption of soccer trailung in Japanese High School                .
σiyu Gakuen High School,Tokyo,Japan)
I.PNF:SuttCCtS Can do PNF cropdOCept市c Neuromuscular Facilitation)stretChes for     ・
Πわst mttor muSCle groups.PNF stretches use a se五es of contractions,done against a ‐
partnerts resistance,and relaxations.          ,
1. Assume the stretch position slowly with the partner's help.
2. Isometrically contract the muscles. to be stretched. Hold the contraction for 5 to.
seconds against the partner's unyielding resistance.
3. Relax. Next, contract the antagonistic rfiuscles for 5 to 10 seconds while the
partner helps the exerciser obtain a greater stretch.
Muscle group: long adductors Muscle group: Short adductors Mヽuscle group:Hnmttring group
4. Repeat this sequence three tillles,and lry to stretch a little further each tiIIle.
Source: PNF partner stretches at http://members.lycos.co.uk/Iamari/pnf.htm
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II. A three-a--side game (3 vs. 3)
l.Area:A whole soccer field divided into four. Each court has two small goals.
2. Number of players: 3 vs. 3 (Total 24 players) in one courts.
3. Organization: . Ordipary soccer play
4. Rules:
5. Scoring:
6. Duration:
7. Description:
8.Key:
Ordinary soccer rule.
Ordinary scoring.
3 min with I min interval.
Each team is trying td score goals. After the 3 mirL one of the
teams in each court move to next court while 1 min interval, and
will play against new opponent. Play and rotate until they come
back to initial courts.
Because players need to cover large space (6 players on quarter
soccer field) , they need to run fast and move quickly. They are
encouraged to attempt at goal all the time.
●  Bal:
●    Player
O  Player
⌒ COal
Team H  o●●
Team G ooo
⌒
0 0 0 TeamB
⌒
V
Team F ooo
V
●●O TeamC
Team E ooo0 0 0 TeamD
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Itr. Shoofing Practice
l. Artia: A third of a fodt ball field with one-full size goal.
, 2. Number of player: 6 + I goalkeePer
3. Organization: A server, player, a cone, and l0 balls.
4. Rule: None
5. Scoring: The number of goals scored within a bout
6. Description: The server passes a ball to player who shoots at the goal and then
runs around the cone before receive next ball on opposite side.
Keep on doing until player finish all of l0 balls to shoot. With 3
,' min interval, player will start same procedure. Practice will be
completed when player finish 3 sets of this practice.
7. Key: Players should be encouraged to sprint around the cone
immediately after their attempt at the goal.
・・・・・・
:11・
?『ぃぃぃ． ）?、?
o  Player
o   Server
●   Ba::
一
 PaSS hきba‖to p:ayer  .
――‐―――> Sprint b,p!ayer
……………) Shoot
@angsbbo,1994)
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IV. Agility training
1. Area:
2. Number of players:.
3. Organization:
4. Rule:
5. Scoring:
6. Description:
20 m long, lOm wide space
A pair of players
A server, player, and a ball
None
None
A player stand on a point 20 meter apart from server. First,'player "
shuffles to right and then tumble down. Then quickly rise up and
shuffles back to initial position. Once they reach start position they
need to change direction quickly and sprint forward in order to
receive the ball from server. Player need to pass the ball back to
the server immediately after he receive the ball, and sprint back to
start position. Player will follow same procedure to left as he did
on right side, and once back to start position then do same thing to
receive and pass back the ball. Return to start position. Repeat this
procedure until they finish 4 sets.
20 rn
start position
shuffle & tumble
shuffle
sprint
pass the bal
player
serv6r
（??
‥
‥?
?
??…
…
|
?
?
?
?
?
?
ネ
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